DATA SHEET

Get Instant Answers Anywhere
ThoughtSpot Mobile

Get insights in seconds out of billions of rows of data right from the palm of your hand on your
phone or tablet. Access your data from any source to make smarter decisions faster when you need them the most.

Get Insights on the Spot

Create and explore pinboards

Tap to drill anywhere with

Share insights with anyone

for instant answers on the go

interactive dashboards

in your organization

Follow your business right from your phone. Access data whether
it’s on-premises or in the cloud to get granular insights – on the go.

Key Features
Home Pinboard

Add crucial KPI's, charts, and tables on a fully customizable "Home
Pinboard" that is accessible with one tap.

On-the-go
Pinboard Creation

Pin your favorite answers to create new Pinboards without
leaving the app.

Responsive & Interactive
Experience

Tap and swipe to see chart details. Filter and sort to
pinpoint the most relevant insight.

Favorites

Tag important and frequently used Pinboards and Answers for
quick access.

Quick Share

Share KPIs and charts via email/Slack/iMessage with one tap
to start a discussion with your colleagues.

Offline Exploration

Access your home Pinboard even when you are offline.

Mobile Device Management
(MDM) Support

Enterprise-grade security with support for all major MDM services,
including AirWatch, Mobile Iron, Intune, Meraki, and more.

AppConfig Compliant

Conforms with industry standard AppConfig for easy
setup to drive end user adoption in the enterprise.

Requirements: ThoughtSpot 5.1 or later, iOS 9.0 or later devices, Android 6.0 or later

USE CASE EXAMPLE

Fortune 100 Subsidiary Minimizes
Shrinkage with ThoughtSpot Mobile
A Fortune 100 Subsidiary uses ThoughtSpot Mobile to enable their
Market Asset Protection Managers (MAPMs) to discover the root
causes of and minimize possible shrinkage.
MAPMs regularly tour their assigned stores to investigate shrinkage,
pulling up Pinboards with a store filter to see information about
individual stores. Mobile analytics empower them to get answers to
pertinent questions in the moment for the first time.
With the ability to update data as often as hourly, MAPM’s can now
immediately take corrective actions at their respective stores when
then find inconsistencies that may lead to shrinkage. This includes
situations where items have not been rung up by cashiers,
incorrect tagging of item prices, and improper return processing.

www.thoughtspot.com/mobile

“

What we’re really finding
with this app, is we have
more productivity and job
satisfaction for our Retail
Marketing Associates.”

“

This technology has enabled me
to share real-time information
with store management and
make informed decisions to
help increase retail sales within
my territory.”

KAREN RAMBO,

JODY B.,

VICE PRESIDENT - RETAIL
MARKETING AND OPERATIONS,
HAGGAR CLOTHING CO.

RETAIL MARKETING DIRECTOR,
HAGGAR CLOTHING CO.

The most successful companies in the world use ThoughtSpot.

Download ThoughtSpot Mobile Now
https://apps.apple.com/in/app/thoughtspot/id1437983463

www.thoughtspot.com/mobile
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